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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fluctuations are characteristic feature of an electromag
netic cascade process (ECP or e.m. shower) as a 'stochastic pro
cess produced by high energy gamma-quanta (GQ) or electrons 
in dense enough media. A thorough knowledge of them is very 
important for reliable, to. the necessary 'degree, measurement 
of energy 'of inducing ECP primary particles, espe-cially when
they are detected within limited volume of absorbent and/or · 
at not too high energies (for example, up to some GeV). ·In the 
first place of principal interest are.fluctuations.of such 
parameters of e.m.showers which a~e used for determinfng 'the 
energy and position of hard GQ (or'electrons) .. For this pur
pose it is not enough to know the fluctuations of, '.the number 
of shower particles at a fixed depth along the show~r axis 
(SA) only which have been well s.tudied in .literattire/1-S/or 
even the ones concerning the' lorigitvdinal emergy ,di~tributio~ 
but ~btained.in a simpiified way and so being ~f ~ery limited 
application~ ·.. · · ·- · · · 

From practical point of.vi.ew it turned out suitable, as 
firstly shown in/7/ and next papers/10,11/ such quantities as 
a relative .. standard deviation (RSD) .<1A).t\·.~-~f',th~ part'A of ·ioni
zation loss released within a certain;·voltlllle · of absorbent li
mited by some depth tA measured from the. conversion point of 
a primary GQ ·along .the SA or by dro mutually parallel planes ·· 

' . ... . . . -· ·. . . . : '• \ ,·, •' 

each being parallel to the_ .SA ,and; sepafa1::,ed by: a d~st,ance P A 
away,.from it. Moreover, these quantities as a function .. df A 
show in-teresting pr:operties of approximate scaling. ahd .are. ·' 
useful when applied in various methods·: of regist,iat:ion. Of high 
energy GQ, particularly in xenon bubble chambers;; (XeBC) /12/. 
So do .. tl~e. ~imilar -~how~r p~n-:al!leters<:lsSt ;q· and S /p descr~-
;!~~i~~~yJr~,~~~dina1. and ,lat:rali s~re~/~·(f:·e~m.sh~~ers ·res-

AlLaforesaid-quantities .are ana1y:;'ed ,in this work using 
pictures :af;·the' 180 1 ·xeBC of :I;TEP _,~o~cow)(t_sf. ._;it. i,s .\>!e_l~~·· 
known:that·because of, relatively lo~ value of radiatio~ !length 
(r.1:) :d:fliqhid 'xenbn'(i'r:l.;;:; 4<'~m/i6/) and good quality 
of .l'rnag~; .~:( l:il~c~rOJ1-.ttaj'ect6:i:ies t,this • chambe~ i~ very iit,, ~or 
su~h i,nv~_st,ig~!;-i<?r,t•,,;,()p, t~~ .'t,l1?le ~08 "events' of_.:;·e·:m: "shbwer,s 

~------~----~,~- . 
8tn.tlii-ili'.'tiili.o<ll !;:li:n:ryr 1 
-..!Jr!:S~Ih flf. ·:: .~::~;l~~l~!Y/{·~ j 
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produced by GQ of energy E y = 100-3500 MeV and registered on 
the pictures whi_ch have been selected and analyzed /14/ are 
used to this end. As is described previousfy/14/, the ranges 
of shower electrons (SER) with the energy greater than 0.5-
1.5 MeV within each square of .:lt.:lp = 0.6x0.3 r.1. 2 at the depth 
t and the width p were measured in the projection plan~ (PP) . 
for all intervals of energyEy• In the work the maximum yalue 
of p is equal to 5 r.l. whereas the relevant value of t chan
ges from 11 r.l. at Ey = 100 ± 10 MeV to 24 r.L at Ey = 3375 ± 
±125 Mev/14/. The SER are determined,· on .the average, to with~ 
in the accuracy of about 20%. Not~ at last that plane SER are 
approximately proportional to the relevant' ionization loss, 
at least within the central shower region in which more than· 
90%·. ()f the total cascade energy is deposited/lsi . 

2. LONGITUDINAL FLUCTUATIONS 

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal distribution of the RSD 
uA(t ) /A plotted with steps of A= 0.1 for '6 among 22 inter
valt of energy E.}' analysed in the work. Here· uA (i ) means the 
sample standard deviation of the part A o~ 'ionizaiion loss of 
shower electrons depositgd, on the average, within an absor
bent layer of thickness tA along the SA, so that for a given 
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value of EY we have 
-
tA 

- . 1 
A(tA)=-f f(Ey,t) · dt, 

E o · 
y 

(1) 

where f(E , t) is the longitu
dinal prolile of average ioni
zation loss /17/. One 'can obser
ve that the behaviour of· 

'Fig.l. Coefficients of variation 
O'A (t ) /A of the part A of the sho.:. 

wer ~ectron ionization loss relea
sed within_a liquid xenon layer of 
thickness tA (measured ~long the sho-
wer axis) at which s.. on the. average, 
some fixed part' A ( tA) of this loss 
is deposited. Experimental·data at 
E?-555 MeV are fitted to the ~unc
tion (2) shown as the solid line. 
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uA(i ) /A as a furictipn of A is indepe~dent of Ey, within sta
tist1cal errors, at E y ~ 500 MeV. It can be. simply parametri-
zed as follows: · · · · 

uA(tA) /A=Ja2+fJ(y-A)-a. (2) 

Here a= 0.038±.0.001, {J = 0.166± 0.005 and a = 1.01 ± 0.01. 
The solid curve in fig.1· displays this parametrization. 

3. LATERAL FLUCTUATIONS 

Lateral fluctuations are defined as a sample standard de
vi~tion uA<p ) :about the sample mean pA measured on the PP 
when the d1stance pA from the SA is taken to be always positi
ve, independently whether.it is to the left or right side of. 
the SA. As has been pointed out earlier between two mutually,. 
parallel planes each being as well parallel to the SA and se·
parated from it by a distance p A the part A of ·the total ioni
zation loss of shower electrons is deposited. All aforesaid 
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Fig.2. Same as fig. I, for lateral shower deyelopment n_2rmalized· to. 
maximum values of relevant coefficients· of variation. ·p A is·the.• •! 

\·distance .between two· parallelrplanes one of. which is drawn through 
·the. SA. so·that within.thE!!D, on. the average, the.part,A of the. total .- .. 
shower electron ionization loss is deposited. · · · ' · · · · · 
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Fig.3. MaximUm value of the coeffi
cient. of variation (aA(p )/ A)max 
for lateral e.m. shower s~ead as a 
function of primary GQ energy Ey. 

concerns a giyen indi2idual 
shower event whereas p A refers 
to the sample mean at a fixed 
interval of.primary GQ energy 
Ey.,' 

In fig.2 the coefficients 
of variation a A ( ii /A normali-

. . .· A . 
zed to their maximum values 
(aA (- ) /A) a:z: are displayed 
. PA m .. 

as a function of· A for the same as in fig.l six values of ener
gy Ey. Fig.3 shows the energy dependence of the maximum coef
ficient of variation. This dependence may be depicted by the 
following linear function of lnEy 

(aA(- )/A) =a+b·lnEY' pA max 
(3) 

which is drawn in the figure as the straight line. Here a = 
= 0.48 ± 0.02, b = 0.048± 0.003 when Eyis expressed in MeV an~ 
the corresponding linear correlation index r ;; 0. 95. One can 
perceive that fluctuations of the part A are larger at lower 
energy Ey and they are relatively still larger at lateral ed
ges of e.m. showers produced by GQ of lower energy. This can 
be easily explained by the fact .that t:he visible ionization 
loss of shower electrons ·is closely connected with the number 
of these electrons. Thus, for example, the longitudinal dist
ribution of ionization loss in e.m. showers produced by 
1600 MeV GQ in liquid xenon has the same shape, within the er
ror, as the relevant distribution of shower electrons numbers 
at two different values of· cut-off energy: 3 and 33 MeV /1B/. 
So·; at lower energy of GQ inducing e.m. showers, the number 
of electrons involved in the ECP is lower than at higher ener
gy. Therefore the appropriate fluctuations defined as the coef
ficients of variation are relatively larger, too. The same 
concerns the shower peripheries, i.e. at A ;; 1 where the num
ber of shower electrons is considerably lower than in the 
centre. 

Figure 4 presepts the <!_epend~nce. on E y of. the coef{:icients 
of va_:iation SP /p and St/t..;:about the sample mean of the late
ral (p) and longitudinal (t) shower dimensions, it being borne 
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longitudinal (St/t) and plane lateral (St/P), §Pread_of e.m. 
showers· about their relevant average values: t and p. Experimen
tal data are fitted to functions (4) displayed by straight: lines.· 

in mind that p is an estimator of the average distance from 
the SA. It is clearly seen that both the coefficients rapidly.: 
decrease with EY increasing and that, on the average, SP/p= 

::~,It within all energy interval cosi~ered. The energy de.

pendence of the coefficients was fitted to the linear functions 
of In Ey as follows:. 

- -2 St/t = 0.61- 5.77·10 lnEy, 

r = 0.90, (4) 
. -2 

SP/p = 3.38 - 3.33·10 lnEY 

r = 0.95, 

'where r denotes ,the correlation coefficient, EY in.MeV~ TI,:le re
~lative dependence is shown in fig.4 as straight. lines: the so
lid line corresponds to the longitudinal dimension.and the da-

·shed one concerns the lateral spread of e.m. showe~s. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the investigation of e.m. showers produced· 
by GQ of energy Ey = 100-3500 MeV in liquid xenon one can draw 
the following conclusions: 

1. The standard deviation CTA (t ) of the part 4. of ioniza
,tlon loss of shower electrons· at ~arious depths tA at which, 
on the average, the part A of this energy loss is deposited, 
may be simply sca_led with regard to the .energy· Ey as a func
tion of A using the relation (2) at E 2: 500 MeV. At lower 
energy this dependence is~. somewhat different (fig.l). · 

2. The standard deviation CT A (ii ) · of the part A of shower 
energy deposited as· an ionization:Aloss between two parallel 
planes being as well parallel to the SA and separated a distan
ce pA from it may be represented as a function of A in the 
form approximately scaled with respect to Ey (fig.2) when the 
factor of energy scale (o:A. (.- ) I A) . is a linear function of 

pA ·max • . 
lnE (2), as demonstrated in fig.3. 

3. The relative spread of 'the' average longitudinal St/t and 
lateral Sp/P shower dimensions as defined in the text falls 
with increasing· primary. GQ energy. This dependence may be fit
ted reliably enough to the linear functions .of lnEY ·(3). ·In 

alLinvestigated energy region S /p;;; ..l.st /t , i.e. the relative 
. • p 2 

lbngitudinal fluctuations of ionization loss in e.m.showers 
.are nearly twice as. large as: the .lateral ones. 
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